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KANSAS HEAD COACH BILL SELF

Opening Statement:
“We were disappointed in the outcome because that was a game in which each team probably could’ve won multiple times. We had ourselves in a really
good position mid-way through the second half and then things got away from us and they made some big plays. But, it’s a learning experience. I don’t
know that a game, win or lose, on November 5th is going to count much in March, but still, there are a lot of things we can learn from this game and
hopefully improve on.”
On his turnovers:
“Duke’s defense is better than the exhibition games we’ve played. We turned it over four times last game and I think 11 (times) the game before that. I
think we played uncharacteristically—I think we got out of character. I think we made easy plays difficult many times. I think a lot of that is nerves and the
environment and guys wanting to do well so badly. We’ll take better care of the ball moving forward. But, certainly, that’s inexcusable to turn the ball over
like that.”
On Guard Marcus Garrett:
“I thought Marcus was our best performer today. I thought he played both ends well, drove it and got downhill. He had five assists also. He’s our best
defender regardless of position. Marcus played well. He’d be the first to tell you he didn’t do quite enough because that’s what winners should think like.
But, I thought he did some nice things.”

KANSAS SOPHOMORE OCHAI AGBAJI

On the loss:
“Obviously we’re feeling down. But, right now, we have to learn from this like Coach said, keep our head’s up because it’s a long season. A lot of things
happen.”

KANSAS SOPHOMORE DEVON DOTSON

On tonight’s loss:
“It’s a learning experience. They came out and stuck to the game plan. It’s learning experience and we’ll try to get better.”
On team’s transition:
“There was some good moments in transition. Also, there were some moments where we didn’t perform well in that stage of the game. So, we’re going to
look at film and really just see what we can improve on—that’s what we’re focused on.”
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